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Hare(s) Body Shop 

Venue Chobham 

ONON  

FEMALES TO THE 
FORE 

Last summer – how long 
ago that seems now! - Body 
Shop laid a 7 mile trail for 
Guildford, who were not 
especially grateful, even 
though he went round with 
them again. Today he 
announced his trail as 4.5 
miles, which seems 
implausible: I was back in 59 
minutes, and, alas, do not, 
cannot, run that fast. Well, 
not for an hour. During the 
trail CL found it 
unambitious, describing it as 
a postage stamp; but stamps 
can be beautiful, and we 
enjoyed this one. 

It was heartening to see 
how our women dominated 
the front running. Atalanta 
and Kelinchi solved many of 
the checks; up there in the 
fore were Speedy Humper, 

 

Miss Whiplash, Miss Bean…. 
Obviously there were men as 
well, J. Arthur, Petal, and 
Stevie Blunder (of course!) 
for example. I observed sadly 
the speed of the last-named, 
asking myself if I ever ran 
that fast, at any rate since I 
played on the wing. 

The trail was 
straightforward, a right 
hander which crossed and 
then re-crossed Staple Hill 
Road, but it lost coherence at 
the end, when it linked up 
with the out trail, and our 
hashers ended up coming 
back in by a wonderful 
variety of routes. It must be 
many years now since SH3 
were berated after a run on 
Chobham Common by the Fat 
Controller for disturbing the 
birds it was his duty to 

protect: this was once a regular 
feature of our visits there. 
Naturally he was especially 
worried by hash dogs, today 
Raffles and Spud: I don’t think I 
saw Paddy or Dormouse. We 
did have DTT and Mrs 
Robinson, despite the distance 
of our venue from Brighton: 
very faithful. 

Last week the question was 
raised whether we have more 
members over 80 or under 60: I 
suspect the former. Now, this is 
surely a matter for concern: the 
pandemic has prevented the 
usual pattern of newcomers, 
generally younger, joining our 
ranks. When (if?) the curbs are 
removed we shall need to get 
recruiting, find ways to attract 
more youthful runners, young 
families in particular. When did 
any of you last see a child with 

us? This was a regular 
feature of a Sunday morning 
when I first hashed with 
Surrey, including 
occasionally my own: by 
now of course some of my 
grandchildren are fit and fast, 
though you seldom see them. 

For your coda today I 
return to the subject of 
religion. The governments of 
Poland and Hungary are 
defending their extreme 
views on homosexuality and 
abortion against the outcry 
elsewhere in Europe by 
falling back on an outmoded 
Christianity. In India the BJP 
justify their constant attacks 
on Muslim Indians by 
appealing to Hinduism, 
though in reality all systems 
of belief, from atheism to 
polytheism, are compatible 
with Hinduism; Sikhs are not 
treated much better. 
Discrimination and 
persecution of Pakistani 
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Christians are justified by 
Islam. Religion is used as a 
cloak for intolerance and bad 
behaviour. And obviously the 
history of Europe for many 
centuries has been a long tale 
of religious violence and 
intolerance, my own Church to 
the fore. 

So how come I still go to 
Mass every Sunday? Habit? 
The truth is that the positive 
aspects of religion are very 
real, but difficult for anyone 
else to discern: the sense of a 
community, the emphasis on 
solidarity, a code of conduct. 
The greatest problem in 
human relations is selfishness; 
to overcome everyone’s 
natural emphasis on self calls 
for more than any ordinary 
form of humanism can 
provide. 
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Grand Master : 
Hash Flash  

(aka Neil Wilson-Harris) 
 

Joint Masters: 
Uncle Gerry / Gibber 

(aka Gerry Gurney) 
01372 386921   (h) 

cggurney@btinternet.com     
 

Tosser 
(aka Trevor Russell 

  
Religious Advisor : 

Le Pro 
(aka Stuart Gibb 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 
Birthing Blanket 

(aka  Stephanie Ward) 
 

Hash Cash : 
J Arthur 

(aka Arthur Thomas) 
 

Trail Master: 
RHUM 

(aka Barry Nickelson) 
 

DapperHasherie: 
Fleur D’Or 

(aka Hazel Craig)   
 

Biermeister: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
 

On Sec: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
01372 454907 (h) 
07730 202263 (m) 

 
HashEd: 

Master Bates II 
(aka Briain Lee) 

 
Scribe : 

FRB 
(aka FRB Hughes) 

 
 

sh3@surreyh3.org 
 www.surreyh3.org 

 
 

Trails Line: 
07484 134245 

(The line that never rings!) 

The Follicly Challenged Hare 
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Receding Hare-Line 2021  Runs start at 11:00 and 11:20 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: sh3@surreyh3.org 

*OnOn The Red Lion  Free BBQ PLUS Secret Santa 

Addendum  
  
It’s often said that Bods has at least two runs in his 

back pocket and like Teq, two weeks ago, he stepped 
up to lay this one, replacing the star crossed Betch-
worth (OnOn The Red Lion  Free BBQ PLUS Se-
cret Santa) run. 

A full five minutes before 11:00 someone wearing 
Atalanta’s running gear turned up (and in her bim-
mer). It prompted me to issue a challenge “Alright, 
who are you? And, what have you done with        
Atalanta?” 

I half ran/walked the trail, the majority of which with 
the hare. I recorded 3.71 miles of pleasant countryside. 
Bonn Bugle even managed to spot some wild orchids. 
Back at the “Rehydration Station”, the late back,  
Napoleon tried to do some acrobatics so we made him 
sit in a chair. 

The rain held off and it wasn’t too cold to sit, eat and 
drink outside chez “The Shoes”. 

 On the 16th June it was the glorious opening of the 
Angling season. As most of you know, I’m a Coarse 
Fisherman and Master Baiter, so I got my tackle out, 
extended my rod and wiggled my worm. I was happy 
enough to catch a 710g (13/4 lb) Bream and a 680g 
(11/2 lb) Eel. I was, that is, until I heard about someone 
catching a monster Koi Carp, almost opposite my 
house. Well he put it back, so I live in hope! 

Oh, I almost forgot; the sexual harassment police (in 
the form of CL) were on duty at Chiddingfold. 

 
         It was their wedding night and when the 

groom removed his socks the bride asked “Why are 
your toes so mangled?” “I had Tolio as a child.” 
Don’t you mean Polio?” “No, Tolio, it only affected 
my toes.” When he removed his trousers, his lumpy 
knees were revealed. “What on earth caused that?” 
she asked. “Kneasles.” He replied. “Don’t you mean 
Measles?” “No, Kneasles, it only affected my knees.” 
When, at last, he removed his underpants, she said 
“Don’t tell me, let me guess, Smallcox?” 

 
OnOn! Master Bates 

2372 04 July Bonn Bugle & H de S     Pirbright 

2373 11 July Atalanta  Pitch Hill, Hurtwood 

2374 18 July Dr Death   Sheepleas, West Horsley 

2375 25 July Hash Flash/GM & Le Pro Betchworth* 

2376 01 Aug Velcro & Do You?    Hurst green, Oxted  

2377 08 Aug Doug the Tub & Mrs R  Witley  

2378 15 Aug FRB     TBA 

2379 22 Aug Ever Ready & Eskimo  TBA 

2380 29 Aug TBA     TBA  

Dactylorhiza 

fuchsii  

I’ve got to hand it to you! 
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Imposters usually make a mistake... 

(No ice in the chardonnay) 

GH3, WH3 & BH3 get sunsets! 


